Thin slices,500ƒÊm
It is known that at early stages of incubation neurons of a brain slice are more or less damaged not only mechanically but also biochemically.For development of electrical activity under the incubated condition,several recovery processes must proceed;the incised processes of neurons must be sealed and the production of energy-rich substances must re-start to allow for the synthesis of transmitter substances and the restoration of the membrane potential of neurons.These processes are all dependent on temperature.
In the experiments reported here,slices from the olfactory cortex were incubated under various conditions and responses to olfactory tract stimulation were recorded as has been described in previous works (YAMAMOTO and MCILWAIN, 1966; RICHARDS and SERCOMBE,1968; FUJII et al.,1970; RICHARDS,1972) .By making a comparison between the pre-and postsynaptic components of the evoked potential with regard to the time course of development during incubation, we attempted to clarify the metabolic activities responsible for the generation of each component. 
METHODS

RESULTS
The field potential,elicited by stimulation of the lateral olfactory tract and recorded from the olfactory cortex in sliced preparations,consists of an initial spike potential(IS),a negative(N)and a positive(P)potential.The IS potential is a conducted action potential of the lateral olfactory tract and the remaining two components are of postsynaptic origin (YAMAMOTO and MCILWAIN,1966 RICHARDS(1972) ,the total presynaptic store of transmitter is divided into three parts:a)immediately available transmitter,which is ready for release by nerve impulse at all times,b)conditionally available transmitter,which requires a conditioning nerve volley for release by a subsequent nerve volley and c)main depot transmitter.Augmentation of the postsynaptic response by repetitive stimulation would be proportional to the amount of the conditionally available transmitter.The present results,where the frequency potentiation rate is higher at an early incubation than at a later one, suggest that the conditionally available transmitter was mobilized and stored rapidly from the synthesized main depot transmitter at an early incubation time and continued to increase in amount.Decrease and abolition of the postsynaptic response caused by high-frequency repetitive stimulation is interpreted as due to depletion of the available transmitter at presynaptic nerve endings.The amplitude of response elicited by a single test stimulus after a train of conditioning stimuli would be dependent on the amount of immediately available transmitter replenished during the 20 sec after the end of tetanic stimulation.High values of the potentiation ratio at the early incubation stage would mean rapid restoration of immediately available transmitter.In conclusion,mobilization of the transmitter substance and the amount of immediately and conditionally available transmitter substances are restored rapidly at first,then reach a stationary level after a while.
A reserve of energy-rich substances was proved to be stored in sliced tissue by studying the effects of glucose-deficient solution and metabolic inhibitors such as monoiodoacetate,2,4-dinitrophenol and Antimycin A.It was able to bring about the development of the evoked responses during the early incubation stage.This fact indicates that a living tissue can keep itself active for a while under a severe 
